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We investigate properties of maximum-length binary shift-register sequences de-
fined by primitive trinomials. We consider the set of subintervals of length n of such
a sequence for m(n42m#1, where m is the degree of the trinomial. This set is an
orthogonal array of strength 2 and is shown to have a property very close to being an
orthogonal array of strength 3. ( 1998 Academic Press1. INTRODUCTION
The maximum-length shift-register sequences are widely used in generating
pseudorandom numbers. The generation of shift-register sequences is parti-
cularly fast when the characteristic polynomial is a trinomial, that is, a poly-
nomial with three terms. However, several authors pointed out that there are
statistical biases in shift-register sequences whose characteristic polynomials
are trinomials. The purpose of this paper is to investigate such shift-register
sequences from the viewpoint of orthogonal arrays.
Let f (x) be a primitive trinomial of degree m over GF(2). Let a"(a
0
, a
1
,
a
2
, . . . ) be a shift-register sequence with characteristic polynomial f. We
denote by C
n
the set of all subintervals of length n, together with the zero
vector of length n. Then C
n
is a GF(2)-vector subspace of the vector space
GF(2)n. A subset C of GF(2)n is called an orthogonal array of strength t if
for any t-subset „"Mi
1
, . . . , i
t
N of M1, . . . , nN and for any t-tuple b"
(b
1
, . . . , b
t
)3GF(2)t, there exist exactly DC D/2t elements a"(a
1
, . . . , a
n
) of
C such that a
i
j
"b
j
holds for j"1, . . . , t. It is easy to see that C
n
is an
orthogonal array of strength 2, and it is even obvious that C
n
is not an252
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SHIFT-REGISTER SEQUENCES 253orthogonal array of strength 3 if n’m. Indeed, every element of C
n
satisifies
the three-term recurrence defined by the trinomial f, so not all triples of
GF(2) can appear in the three coordinate positions of C
n
corresponding to f.
Nevertheless, we can say very exactly the behaviour of C
n
in this situation as
follows.
MAIN THEOREM. ‚et f (x)"xm#xl#1 be a primitive trinomial of degree
m over GF(2), and let a"(a
0
, a
1
, a
2
, . . . ) be the sequence defined by
a
k`m
"a
k`l
#a
k
(k"0, 1, 2, . . . ) (1.1)
with (a
0
, . . . , a
m~1
)O(0, . . . , 0). ‚et n be a positive integer satisfying
m(n42m#1, and let C
n
be the set of all subintervals of a of length n,
together with the zero vector of length n:
C
n
"M(a
k
, . . . , a
k`n~1
) D k"0, 1, 2, . . . NX M(0, . . . , 0)N. (1.2)
Define
„
n
"
G
MMi, i#l, i#mN D 14i4n!mN,
MMi, i#l, i#mN D 14i4n!mNXMM1, 2l#1, 2m#1NN,
if n42m,
if n"2m#1.
„hen for any 3-subset Mi
1
, i
2
, i
3
N of M1, . . . , nN and for any triple b"(b
1
, b
2
,
b
3
)3GF(2)3, the number of elements v3C
n
satisfying v
iÇ
"b
1
, v
iÈ
"b
2
,
v
iÊ
"b
3
is d
bÇ`bÈ`bÊ,0
2m~2 if Mi
1
, i
2
, i
3
N3„
n
, 2m~3 otherwise.
Note DC
n
D"2m if n5m. The Main Theorem implies that the set of
subintervals of a of length n has a property very close to being an ortho-
gonal array of strength 3. The exceptions occur only at those triples of
coordinate positions corresponding to the exponents of the characteristic
trinomial.
The property of C
n
described in the Main Theorem is clearly related to
the third moment of Hamming weights considered by [3, 5]. As shown in
[5], the third moment can be calculated from the number of trinomials
of degree less than n divisible by f. It turns out that there is no trinomial
of degree between m and 2m divisible by f other than xk f (x) (1(k(m).
Also, xm f (x) and f (x)2 are the only trinomials of degree 2m divisible by f (x).
These results are proved in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss general
254 AKIHIRO MUNEMASAproperties of orthogonal arrays. The proof of the Main Theorem is given in
Section 5.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, all polynomials and vector spaces are considered to be over
the binary field GF(2). An irreducible polynomial f (x) of degree m is called
a primitive polynomial if k"2m!1 is the smallest positive integer such that
xk#1 is divisible by f (x). A shift-register sequence with characteristic poly-
nomial f (x)"xm#+m~1
i/0
c
i
xi is the sequence a"(a
0
, a
1
, a
2
, . . . ) of elements
of GF(2) defined by the recurrence relation
a
k`m
"m~1+
i/0
c
i
a
i`k
(k"0, 1, 2, . . . ) (2.1)
with initial value (a
0
, . . . , a
m~1
)O(0, . . . , 0). If f is primitive, then the se-
quence has the least period 2m!1.
Let a be a root of a primitive polynomial f (x) in GF(2m). Let Tr denote the
trace from GF(2m) to GF(2), that is, Tr (c)"c#c2#2#c2m~1. Then for
any initial value (a
0
, . . . , a
m~1
), there exists a unique element b3GF(2m)
such that a
i
"Tr (aib) holds for 04i4m!1. Then it can be shown (see [4])
that
a
k
"Tr (akb), k50. (2.2)
Let C
n
be the set of all subintervals of a of length n, together with the zero
vector of length n, as defined in (1.2). Note that C
n
is independent of the choice
of an initial value, since the sequence a contains all nonzero vectors of length
m as a subinterval. This also implies that C
m
"GF(2)m and in general, C
n
is
a subspace of the vector space GF(2)n with dim C
n
"m.
3. TRINOMIALS DIVISIBLE BY A TRINOMIAL
In this section all polynomials are assumed to be over GF(2). We shall
determine all trinomials of degree at most 2m which are divisible by a given
trinomial of degree m, under certain conditions.
THEOREM 3.1. ‚et f (x)"xm#xl#1 be a trinomial such that m’2l,
m54, and assume that either m is not divisible by l, or l"1. If g (x) is
a trinomial of degree at most 2m divisible by f (x), then g(x)"x$%' g~m f (x) or
g(x)"f (x)2.
SHIFT-REGISTER SEQUENCES 255Proof. Write g (x)"x$%' g~m~t h (x) f (x), where h (x)"+ t
i/0
c
i
xi is a poly-
nomial of degree t such that 14t4m and c
0
"1. Suppose
h (x) f (x)"xt`m #xs#1. (3.1)
If we define c
i
"0 for i(0 and i’t, then (3.1) is equivalent to the following
conditions (P
i
) (04i4t#m):
c
i
#c
i~l
#c
i~m
"G
1, if i3Mt#m, s, 0N ,
0, otherwise.
(P
i
)
First we claim t’l. If not, then consider (P
t`l
). Since t#l!
m42l!m(0, we see c
t`l
#c
t
#c
t`l~m
"c
t
"1. This forces
t#l3Mt#m, s, 0N by (P
t`l
), so s"t#l. Then, since t#l42l(m(t#m,
we have c
m
#c
m~l
#c
0
"0 by (P
m
). But since t4l(m!l(m, we see
c
m
#c
m~l
#c
0
"c
0
"1. This contradiction proves our claim.
Next we claim c
l
"1. If not, we have t(l by the previous claim. By (P
l
), we
find c
l
#c
0
#c
l~m
"c
0
"1, forcing s"l. Now (P
m`l
) implies c
m
#c
l
"0, so
c
m
"0. Then (P
m
) implies c
m
#c
m~l
#c
0
"0, so c
m~l
"1. Choose a positive
integer k such that kl(m4(k#1) l. Since s"l(m!jl(t#m for j"1,
2, . . . , k!1, (P
m~jl
) implies c
m~jl
#c
m~(j`1)l
"0. This, together with
c
m~l
"1 implies c
m~kl
"1. By the assumption we have two cases: m is not
divisible by l, or l"1. In the former case we have kl(m((k#1) l, so
0(m!kl(l"s. Now (P
m~kl
) implies c
m~kl
"0 which is a contradiction.
In the latter case m!kl"l"1, so c
l
"1. This is also a contradiction.
Therefore, we have shown c
l
"1.
Next we claim c
m
"1. If not, then consider (P
m`l
). We find
c
m`l
#c
m
#c
l
"c
l
"1, so by our first claim s"m#l. Again we have two
cases: m is not divisible by l, or l"1. In the latter case, consider (P
2
) noting
s’m’2. We have c
2
#c
1
"0, while c
1
"1 by the previous claim. Thus,
c
2
"1. Since c
m`2
#c
m`1
#c
2
"c
2
"1, we must have t"2 by (P
m`2
); in
other words,
h (x) (xm#x#1)"xm`2#xm`1#1.
This is impossible since m54. Now consider the former case. By (P
m
), we
have c
m
#c
m~l
#c
0
"0 since 0(m(m#l"s. Thus c
m~l
"1. Since
0(m!jl(m#l"s for j"1, 2, . . . , k, (P
m~jl
) implies c
m~jl
#c
m~(j`1)l"0. This, together with c
m~l
"1 implies c
m~(k`1) l
"1. This is impossible
since m!(k#1) l(0. Therefore, we have shown c
m
"1. Note that this
implies t"m.
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lowest term of h (x)!(xm#xl#1), and put (h (x)!(xm#xl#1))/
xr"u (x)"+
i
5
0
b
i
xi. Then
u(x) (xm#xl#1)"(x2m#xs#1)!(x2m#x2l#1)
xr
"xs~r#x2l~r
"x$%'u (x)#m#1.
Comparing the coefficients, we obtain b
i
"0 for i"1, . . . , l!1 and b
l
"1.
Since degu(x)(m, xm`l appears in u (x) (xm#xl#1), forcing degu (x)"l.
This implies u (x)"xl#1, but
(xl#1) (xm#xl#1)"xm`l#1
is impossible since m’2l. This contradiction proves h (x)"xm#xl#1. j
Remark 3.2. The assumption m54 in Theorem 3.1 is necessary, since
(x2#x#1) (x3#x#1)"x5#x4#1.
COROLLARY 3.3. ‚et f (x)"xm#xl#1 be a primitive trinomial of degree
m54. If g (x) is a trinomial of degree at most 2m divisible by f (x), then
g (x)"x$%' g~m f (x) or g (x)"f (x)2.
Proof. Suppose first m52l. We want to show that the hypothesis of
Theorem 3.1 is satisfied. That is, if l’1 and l divides m, then f (x) cannot be
primitive. Indeed, suppose m"kl for some integer k’1. If f (x)"xkl#
xl#1 were primitive, then it is, in particular, irreducible, so xk#x#1 is
irreducible. This implies that xk#x#1 divides x2k~1!1, so f (x) divides
xl (2k~1)!1. The primitivity of f (x) implies 2kl!l4l (2k!1), but
2kl!1"((2k!1)#1)l!1
5(2k!1)l#l(2k!1)l~1
’l (2k!1).
This is a contradiction. Therefore we have shown that the hypothesis of
Theorem 3.1 is satisfied in this case, so the result follows from Theorem 3.1.
Next suppose m(2l. Since the reciprocal fK (x)"xm#xm~l#1 of f (x) is
also primitive and m’2 (m!l), the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 is satisified
for fK (x). If g (x) is a trinomial of degree at most 2m divisible by f (x), then
SHIFT-REGISTER SEQUENCES 257x$%' gg (x~1) is a trinomial of degree at most deg g divisible by fK (x) having
constant term 1. Theorem 3.1 implies x$%' gg (x~1)"fK (x) or fK (x)2, from which
the result follows easily. j
4. ORTHOGONAL ARRAYS
In this section we discuss orthogonal arrays in greater generality than is
necessary for the proof of the Main Theorem.
DEFINITION 4.1. Let n be a positive integer. A linear code C is a linear
subspace of the vector space GF(q)n over GF(q). The support of an element
v"(v
1
, . . . , v
n
)3GF(q)n is the set
Supp (v)"Mi D v
i
O0, 14i4nN,
and the weight of v is defined by wt(v)"D Supp (v) D. The minimum weight of
a linear code C is the minimum of weights of nonzero elements of C. The dual
of C is defined by
C¡"Mu3GF(q)n D (u, v)"0 for all v3CN,
where the inner product (u, v) is defined by (u, v)"+n
i/0
u
i
v
i
.
DEFINITION 4.2. For an element v3GF(q)n and for a t-subset „"
Mi
1
,, . . . , i
t
N of M1, . . . , nN, we denote by v D
T
the t-tuple (v
iÇ
, . . . , v
it
). For
a t-tuple b3GF(q)t, we denote by jT
b
(C) the number of elements v of C such
that v D
T
"b holds. A subset C of GF(q)n is called an orthogonal array of
strength t with index j if jT
b
(C)"j holds for any t-subset „ of M1, . . . , nN and
for any t-tuple b3GF(q)t.
Clearly, if C is an orthogonal array of strength t with index j, then
DC D"jqt holds. Also, if C is an orthogonal array of strength t, then C is an
orthogonal array of strength s for all s with 14s4t. We say that C is an
orthogonal array of maximal strength t if C is an orthogonal array of strength
t and not an orthogonal array of strength t#1. The following theorem is due
to Delsarte [2].
THEOREM 4.3. ‚et C be a linear code over GF(q). „hen C is an orthogonal
array of maximal strength t if and only if C¡ has minimum weight t#1.
The next theorem is a general result on orthogonal arrays which will be
used in the proof of the Main Theorem.
THEOREM 4.4. ‚et C be a linear code of length n over GF(q) and assume that
C is an orthognal array of strength t!1. „hen for any t-subset „ of M1, . . . , nN
258 AKIHIRO MUNEMASAand for any t-tuple b3GF(q)t, we have
jT
b
(C)"G
d(u D
T
, b), 0 ( DC D/qt~1),
D C D/qt,
if „"Supp (u) for some u3C¡ ,
otherwise.
Proof. Let u :CPGF(q)t be the mapping defined by u (v)"v D
T
. We first
claim that u is not surjective if and only if u (C)"Su D
T
T¡ for some u3C¡
with Supp (u)"„. Observe that, since C is an orthogonal array of strength
t!1, we have dimu (C)5t!1. Thus, u is not surjective if and only if
dimu (C)"t!1, or equivalently, u (C)"SwT¡ for some 0Ow3GF(q)t. Let
u3GF(q)n be the vector obtained by adding zeros to w in the coordinates not
in „. Then u3C¡, u D
T
"w, and Supp (u)-„. Since C¡ has minimum weight
at least t by Theorem 4.3, we must have Supp(u)"„. This proves the claim.
If „"Supp (u) for some u3C¡, then jT
b
(C)"D C D /qt~1 or 0 according as
b3u(C) or not. By the above claim, b3u (C) is equivalent to (u D
T
, b)"0, so
the result follows.
If „OSupp(u) for any u3C¡, then by the above claim u is surjective, so
jT
b
(C)"DC D/qt for any b3GF(q)t. This completes the proof. j
Remark 4.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.4, the vector u3C¡
satisfying„"Supp(u) is uniquely determined up to scalar multiple. Indeed, if
u@3C¡ is another vector satisfying „"Supp(u@), then for some c3GF(q),
Supp(u@!cu) is strictly smaller than „. Since C¡ has minimum weight at
least t, we conclude u@!cu"0.
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
In this section we let f (x)"xm#xl#1 be a primitive trinomial of degree
m over GF(2), and let a"(a
0
, a
1
, a
2
, . . . ) be the sequence defined by (1.1)
with initial value (a
0
, . . . , a
m~1
)O(0, . . . , 0). Then there exists a unique
element b3GF(2m) such that a
i
"Tr (aib) for all i50, where a is a root of
f (x) in GF(2m) (see [4]). Let C
n
be the set of all subintervals of a of length n,
together with the zero vector of length n, as in (1.2).
LEMMA 5.1. „he dual of C¡
n
is given by
C¡
n
"M(b
1
, . . . , b
n
) D
n~1
+
i/0
b
i`1
xi is divisible by f (x)N.
Proof. In view of (2.2) an element (b
1
, . . . , b
n
)3GF(2)n belongs to C¡
n
if
and only if
n~1
+
i/0
b
i`1
Tr (ai`kb)"0 for k"0, 1, . . . , 2m!2,
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i/0
b
i`1
ai ) akb)"0 for k"0, 1, . . . , 2m!2. The
latter condition can be seen to be equivalent to +n~1
i/0
b
i`1
ai"0, which is
then equivalent to the condition that the polynomial +n~1
i/0
b
i`1
xi is divisible
by f (x). j
Note that the code C¡
2m~1
is known as the Hamming code which has
minimum distance 3 (see [6]). Consequently by Theorem 4.3, C
2m~1
is an
orthogonal array of strength 2. It then follows that C
n
is an orthogonal array
of strength 2 for any integer n with 24n42m!1.
By Corollary 3.3 and Lemma 5.1, there are only n!m elements of weight
3 in C¡
n
for m(n42m, and there are only m#2 elements of weight 3 in
C¡
2m`1
. Their supports are „
n
"MMi, i#l, i#mN D14i4n!mN for
m(n42m, and „
2m`1
"MMi, i#l, i#mN D 14i4n!mNX MM1, 2l#1,
2m#1NN for n"2m#1. Now the Main Theorem follows readily from
Theorem 4.4 with C"C
n
, t"2. This completes the proof of the Main
Theorem. j
Remark 5.2. One might wonder how much Theorem 3.1 can be improved.
The weight enumerator of the Hamming code C¡
2m~1
is known [6]. In
particular, there are (2m!1) (2m~1!1)/3 trinomials of degree less than
2m!1 divisible by a primitive polynomial. Thus we cannot expect to find
a small set of exceptions like „
n
consisting of the set of supports of elements of
weight 3. It may be interesting to determine trinomials of small degree
divisible by a primitive polynomial f (x), when f (x) has more than three terms.
A particular case of this question was raised by Takashima [8]. It would be
very interesting if we could find primitive polynomials which maximize the
integer n such that C
n
is an orthogonal array of strength 3. For a primitive
polynomial f with more than three terms, C
n
can become an orthogonal array
of strength 4, but such an integer n cannot be very large due to Rao’s bound
1#n#A
n
2B4D Cn D"2m.
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